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Proposed

Aquarium project by Govt. of Orissa at Puri,adjacent to C.T.Road between

Panthanivas and Youth Hostel with Japanese technology and expertise mediated by India- Japan
Friendship Center,Orissa and India-Japan Friendship Club, Japan.

The coastal Orissa with its abundant resources attract the imagination of multitude tourists in a
Global sphere to spend their holidays in a hassle free, natural surrounding, stretching them on the
golden sands of Puri or Gopapur beach that brings a distinction. The sunrise and sunset at
Chandrabhaga, Konark with its fantastic quietness on the wind swept sand dunes of the blue bay
amidst palm & casuarinas is a breath taking sight. The Sun Temple stands magnificent & glorious on
the along side of Chandrabhaga depicts the artistic maneuver of the Orissan culture, tradition &
classics. The golden triangle, Puri-Konark-Bhubaneswar stands as a hub to the tourists to have the
splendid glimpses of these sights.
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Besides the depicted innovative projects along with its technical support & expertise, we extend
our innate support to mediate for any kind of Japanese help, liaisoning and investment etc. in the
state of Orissa.
We further re-affirm on behalf of India-Japan Friendship Center, Orissa and India-Japan
Friendship Club, Japan with innate gratitude to extend our earnest endeavour to expedite the
execution with all possible supports, technical know-hows along with the implementation &
completion of the project.
<Contact Us>

India-Japan Friendship Center
インド日本交流センター
Chandra Sekhar Square
Puri Konark Road, Balighai Puri Orissa India

India Japan Friendship Club
インド日本友の会
Doutonbori 2-2-20, Chuo-ku Osaka Japan
Tel:06-6211-5181, Fax:06-6211-5181

Tel:06752-251491, Fax:06752-251991
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1. Fish Aquarium
Sea fishes live naturally in brackish water.
An artificial environment so designed in
a natural habitat to accommodate multi
genetic sea fishes with adequate care &
nourishment brings the resemblance of
a fish aquarium.

The Japanese Fish Aquarium are of
and multi-designs.
multi-types

multi-types and multi-designs.

and multi-designs.
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A channel can be drenched from the
nearest sea point with a regulatory
access of the sea water and making
different chambers for different sea
fishes over that channel made up of
nets, bamboos, tubes & rafts to attract
the tourists to have a glimpse of them.

These chambers can also be utilized as
the centers of pisciculture through which
sea fish production can be enhanced and
we also can conduct research & scientific
experiments on those fishes to boost the
elevation of ocean creatures and their
genetic evolution.
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Besides the natural canal aquarium, glass globes can be projected on an elevated platform with
the process of recycling the brackish water under a systematic oxygen regulatory system. In a given
area tourists can move all around the globe to have the glimpses of multi genetic fishes. The glasses
of the globe shall be made up of Japanese
technology that never gathers moss which is the
latest glass technology in the world.
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2. Dolphin Arena
Dolphin Arenas can be projected in a natural sea
base encircling with nets, tubes, balls etc, parts of
sea water to make a natural dolphin sports arena.
Trained & un-trained dolphins can live together
and gradually untrained dolphins get trained
interacting with the trained ones. Special care
should be taken to train those dolphins.
The art of Japanese training to the dolphins has
been acclaimed world-wide. The dolphins gets so
trained that they can play balls & rings,

can jump

and catch a target, can twist their hind fins to
make bye-bye, can carry girls on their back and
make a round and also a lot many many things
they can do for the attraction of the tourists.
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The natural dolphin arena at Satpada on the base of Chilika lake
organized by Orissa Tourism shall be an immense resource, if those
wild dolphins can be tamed with training & expertise.
All that we need, to bring two nos. of trained dolphins from
Japan along with their trainers to make those untrained dolphins
trained and also we can appoint some native boys & girls , who can
learn the expertise from the Japanese trainers.
Hundreds of tourists visit Satapada to have a glimpse of these
dolphins but most of the times they could not have it because they are not trained. Hence, if we
could be able to train them up then thousands of tourists
can rush in and the natives of this locality can enhance
their economy by carrying those tourists through launches
& boats and also can provide snacks & tiffins to the tourists
also. Small restaurants and motels can be crowded to
accommodate these tourists.
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Besides natural dolphin arena, we also can make
artificial pools with brackish water over a mounted
platform encircled by a gallery to attract thousands of
tourists to sit comfortably with their family & children to
share the pleasure of watching dolphins sports.
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Dolphins can also be trained to
the extent that they can understand
the commands, sounds and music
which shall create an innate interest
among the tourists to visit them.

With the increase of native & foreign
tourists

tourism

department

can

collect

revenues directly from the tickets, snacks &
tiffin counters managed by department of
tourism

and

also

from

hotels

to

accommodate the tourists. The economy of
the local people sustainably increases due to
the accumulation of tourists.
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3.

Safety Zone / construction of J.T.
The coastal city of Puri can add bouquets

of feathers to the cap of tourism, if the Govt.
make adequate steps to construct a J.T. in the
sea base at Puri. A J.T. is the place, where
boats & ships find a platform for them. Those
boats & ships can ferry the tourists in between
Chilika & Konark to make them feel different
during their sea voyages.

The J.T. should be constructed in a
“T” type. On either side of the vertical
line tourists can go walking and in the
middle restaurants & cafes shall be
designed to meet the needs of the
tourists.
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On the left side of the sea water we can organize
a natural fish aquarium encircling parts of the sea
water by nets and on the right we can build-up a
safety zone, keeping the water free from ocean
creatures by encircling nets in a similar way and by
keeping one life saving boat and few trained
personnel in charge of the safety zone.

Round tubes, ropes and floating plates
should be designed to make the zone
more safe & comfortable. Different water
sports & games are to be introduced to
enhance the fantasy of the zone,
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Hundreds of tourists shall feel it safe to swim across the zone. On the either side of the horizontal
line, two vessels shall remain ready to ferry the tourists to Konark & Chilika which shall be an
exciting feeling for the tourists.
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If we go ahead from the point where both the lines of the J.T. touch each other, we will find
an artificial house submerged in water and the submerged section of the house is made up of
glasses to see the
inner view of the
ocean

and

its

creatures. It shall
be

of

immense

importance to the
tourists.
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Exquisite Japanese expertise
& technology can be implemented
to attract more & more ocean
creatures near the submerged
glass house to have a better
glimpse of them by the tourists.

The vessel that carries the
tourists to Satapada can find
a platform with an existing J.T.
over there but for the vessel to Konark, the Govt. should take initiations to construct a J.T. some
where, near by Konark to provide a platform for the vessel. The J.T. should be so designed at
Konark to meet the requirements of the proposed port at this sight and also we can shift the
fishing boats to this zone to make the coastal zone of Puri free from these nettings & fishings. By
this we shall be able to make the environment clean & clear.
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We can further the implementation by protecting sea fishes
from extinction which has become a global threat & concern. The
fishermen community of Puri shall be shifted with their boats & nets
to Chandrabhaga and they should be given adequate training of
piscy culture in brackish water. Japanese experts on piscy culture
shall train-up those fishermen community of Orissa to make them
produce more & more sea fishes and export them to different
countries by the help of the Government and there by we help
protect the sea fishes from extinction and enhance the economic
growth of the native community.
The J.T. should be so designed that it can connect different
sea routes by which the fishermen community can transport their
fishes to different places in India & abroad. Due to the construction
of a J.T., the fishermen don’t take the strenuous effort of carrying
their boats across the waves to reach the wave free zone.
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4. Submerged ships / Submarines.
To boost the tourism further govt. should take initiations to introduce submerged ships &
submarines

to

charter the tourists
underneath

sea

water to make them
view

the

inner

scenes of the ocean
and

feel

the

difference thereby.
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